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ARE YOU
DOING
IT RIGHT?
Are you struggling to
get the most out of
your business system?
If you are unsure what
IT support you need,
where to get it and
who to trust, it’s time
to consult the friendly
experts at iBridge

E

ffective business systems are the
life blood of any modern company.
If they work well they’ll help to
boost your performance and profits.
If your system isn’t fulfilling your needs,
you require solutions to IT problems, or you
need to start from scratch with a bespoke
system, iBridge offers a refreshingly honest,
straight forward and personal service.
“We start by asking simple questions,
‘what are you actually trying to do?’ or ‘what
is it that your business is short of?’ This helps
to us to explain the different options, the
associated costs and then deliver affordable

solutions,” said iBridge technical director
Simon Cranmer.
Every business has different IT needs, some
requiring complex systems and maintenance
contracts, others require less ambitious
systems. All companies need to be able to
trust their supplier.
“We are open and honest from the outset,
explaining things as carefully and thoroughly as
we can. We can also provide specific training,”
said commercial manager Lisa Fenwick. “We
offer complete IT solutions, anything from a
single broken PC in an office to disaster recovery
or full e-commerce systems.”
If cost is an issue, they will do as little or
as much as you can afford, or work with you
to create an affordable payment plan.
Sign up to iBridge and you’ll have virtual
IT experts on-hand whenever you need them.
Whether you are a sole trader or a company
employing hundreds of staff, it’s more cost
effective than running your own IT department.
“It’s a big step from being basically familiar
with a computer to solving problems and
introducing systems which help your business
perform better. That’s where we come in and
we are here for you 24/7,” added Simon. n

Free Systems Review
Register an interest with iBridge and
you’ll receive a FREE two hour systems
review. You’ll also be entered into a draw
and the winner will receive £500 towards
a business or systems development.
You’ve nothing to lose – and your
business has everything to gain. Go to
www.iBridge.co.uk and register now!
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